
Machine learning 
with mismatched 
datasets
Using a meta-model to compensate for 
datasets with different distributions



Introduction

Dealing with datasets that are similarly distributed



Duck age detection

1. A dog dataset with ages
2. A cat dataset with ages
3. A bird dataset with ages



Ducks



Dogs



Cats



Birds



So what to pick



So what to pick

Birds, but why?

1. The ducks and birds look similar to me
2. A dataset of birds could contain ducks
3. Ducks could share features with different types of birds, and it is unlikely to share 

aging features with cats or dogs



So why do we need an architecture for 
this



So why do we need an architecture for 
this



Why mismatched datasets are a problem

● Bayesian models work on similarity



How the mismatch presents itself
Regression performance same distribution Regression performance different distributions



Meta-model approach



Generating regression data



Related datasets

● Regression performance
● How well can it identify which datasets to use
● Which changes can the meta-model adjust to



Measurements

Correlation coefficient

Kendall Tau

Measured by creating an original dataset and 10 altered datasets, using leave one out cross 
validation



Modifications investigated



Additive noise



Additive noise



Scale changes

● We scaled each of the features generated in step 1 to create several unique datasets. 
○ For example, if the scale change was five and there are five datasets, the datasets would have 

the following ranges for the features [(0,0.2), (0.2,0.4), (0.4,0.6), (0.6,0.8), (0.8,1)]. 
● Here we are primarily testing for whether the meta-model can identify which datasets 

are relatively close to each target dataset in terms of scale changes.



Scale changes



Data shift



Data shift



Combining data shifts and scale 
changes



Regression algorithm selection



Dataset size



Conclusion

As long as the relationship between features and targets is preserved, the meta-model is 
able to predict the MAE with a fairly high amount of accuracy.

The meta-model provides a good baseline for which datasets to use to train models in the 
absence of additional information about how the datasets are related to a target dataset.



Questions?



Questions

1. Where could you potentially apply this?
2. How would you alter this to be beneficial to datasets that are similarly distributed?
3. Why wasn't this implemented earlier?



Related work

● Distance metrics
● Using a portion of the target dataset
● Robustness


